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C A N C E R

Cell clusters adopt a collective amoeboid mode 
of migration in confined nonadhesive environments
Diane-Laure Pagès1,2†, Emmanuel Dornier1*†, Jean de Seze3, Emilie Gontran1, Ananyo Maitra4‡, 
Aurore Maciejewski1,2, Li Wang5, Rui Luan1, Jérôme Cartry1, Charlotte Canet-Jourdan1,2§, 
Joël Raingeaud1, Grégoire Lemahieu1||, Marceline Lebel1, Michel Ducreux1,6, Maximiliano Gelli1,7, 
Jean-Yves Scoazec8,9, Mathieu Coppey3, Raphaël Voituriez4,10, Matthieu Piel5, Fanny Jaulin1*

Cell migration is essential to living organisms and deregulated in cancer. Single cell’s migration ranges from traction- 
dependent mesenchymal motility to contractility-driven propulsive amoeboid locomotion, but collective cell 
migration has only been described as a focal adhesion–dependent and traction-dependent process. Here, we 
show that cancer cell clusters, from patients and cell lines, migrate without focal adhesions when confined into 
nonadhesive microfabricated channels. Clusters coordinate and behave like giant super cells, mobilizing their 
actomyosin contractility at the rear to power their migration. This polarized cortex does not sustain persistent 
retrograde flows, of cells or actin, like in the other modes of migration but rather harnesses fluctuating cell defor-
mations, or jiggling. Theoretical physical modeling shows this is sufficient to create a gradient of friction forces 
and trigger directed cluster motion. This collective amoeboid mode of migration could foster metastatic spread 
by enabling cells to cross a wide spectrum of environments.

INTRODUCTION
Emerging in early eukaryotes, migration is a fundamental property 
of cells that supports individual cell displacements and metazoan 
development and homeostasis (1). It is also deregulated in diseases, 
such as cancer, where it fuels their metastatic spread (2). Under nor-
mal and pathological conditions, cells enable three main modes of 
migration, based on their ability to move independently or collec-
tively and the mechanism of force generation. Two distinct mecha-
nisms are used by single cells to generate migration forces (3). They 
result from the cells’ ability to interact with the surrounding extra-
cellular matrix (ECM) and their level of contractility. In traction- 
based mesenchymal migration, integrin engagement with the ECM 
through focal adhesion converts branched-actin polymerization 
into large protrusions and forward forces (3, 4). In contrast, amoeboid 
single cells use a propulsive locomotion that does not require spe-
cific adhesion and is driven by friction forces resulting from acto-
myosin retrograde flows (5, 6). Cells can also move in a cohesive 

manner as a group, using the only mode of collective migration de-
scribed so far, that is mechanistically equivalent to single cells’ trac-
tion-based migration (7–9). At the front of the cluster, leader cells 
use the substrate as an anchor to pull on follower cells, instructing 
directionality and generating important traction forces via polarized 
actin-based protrusions. At the back, the higher contractility of the 
follower cells can generate the intercalation of rear cells and intra-
cluster cellular flows to power collective chemotaxis (10–12). To 
date, our knowledge on collective cell movement suggests that it 
only takes the form of an adhesion-dependent traction-based mode 
of locomotion and the question as to whether it occurs through an 
alternative mechanism has never been raised.

RESULTS
Cancer cell clusters migrate in confined nonadhesive 
environments
The analysis of primary tumor explants harvested from patients 
with metastatic colorectal cancers (CRCs) identified TSIPs (tumor 
spheres with inverted polarity) (13). These tumor cell clusters have 
an inverted apico-basolateral polarity exposing the apical membranes 
to the microenvironment and precluding adhesion receptors from 
interacting with the surrounding ECM (Fig. 1, A and B). However, 
TSIPs efficiently invade surrounding tissues and are associated with 
high metastatic burden and poor patient prognosis (13). Moreover, 
in the course of their dissemination, cell clusters from other cancers 
encounter environments lacking ECM, such as the lumen of lymphatic 
vessels, in which they progress without the contribution of classical 
adhesion formation (also named lymphatic microemboli; Fig. 1C). 
These observations made from live and fixed primary tumor speci-
mens raised the possibility of a focal adhesion–independent mode 
of collective cell migration.

To test this hypothesis, we engineered microchannels devoid of 
any physiological substrates or chemotactic cues but coated with the 
anti-adhesive polymer polyethylene glycol (PEG; Fig. 1D and fig. S1, 
A to C). Time-lapse imaging during 20 to 24 hours showed that 
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Fig. 1. Cell clusters from patient explants migrate in confined nonadhesive environments. (A) TSIPs (tumor spheres with inverted polarity) from a representative CRC 
tumor specimen (micropapillary). Low and high magnification. HES, hematoxylin/eosin/saffron; CK20, anti-cytokeratin 20. (B) Immunofluorescence of TSIP#1 after 
24 hours in collagen I. The boxed region is shown at high magnification. (C) Tumor microemboli from CRC (mucinous). H&E, hematoxylin/eosin; ITGB1, anti-integrin 1. 
The boxed region is shown at high magnification. (D) Scheme, not to scale, of microchannels (width, w = 60 m; height, h = 30 m). (E) Time-lapse sequences of clusters 
migration from pancreatic cancer, TSIP#1, and HT29-MTX. (F) Mean migration speed of tumor clusters from patients and patient-derived xenografts (PDXs). CRC, colorectal 
cancer; NSGCT, nonseminomatous germ cell tumor. Log10 scale. Dots, mean speed over clusters for each independent experiment; lines, means over experiments. 
(G) Proportion of migrating (>25 m/day) clusters. Error bars: SEM. For (F) and (G), n = 14 to 153 clusters per cell type. (H) Maximum instantaneous (Max. instant.) speed of 
clusters, log10 scale. (I) Representative tracks of clusters migrating in one direction (>0) or the other (<0). n = 9 to 10 clusters per cell type. (J and K) For clusters migrating 
substantially (>25 m/day), duration of the longest period of consecutive migration (J) and persistence (K). n = 38 to 107 clusters. For (E) to (K), clusters migrate 1 day in 
PEG-coated microchannels. (F, H, J, and K) Dots, mean speed over clusters for each independent experiment; lines, means over experiments. Scale bars, 200 m [(A), 
low magnification], 100 m [(C), low magnification], 50 m [(A) and (C), high magnification; (B), low magnification; (E)], and 10 m [(B), high magnification].
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TSIPs and primary explants from a variety of digestive and genito-
urinary cancers migrated into nonadhesive microchannels, some 
reaching up to 2 mm/day (Fig. 1, E to G, and movies S1 and S2). 
This migratory behavior was also recapitulated by clusters made 
from cell lines from several types of cancers, including circulating 
tumor cells (fig. S1, D to E). We further analyzed the migration of 
cell clusters from pancreatic (patient ascites) or CRC [TSIPs from 
patient-derived xenograft (PDX) or HT29-MTX cell line]. This 
analysis revealed that, on average, they migrated consecutively for 
about 6 hours (up to 19 hours), with a persistence of 0.66 ± 0.04 and 
0.75 ± 0.01 for TSIP#1 and HT29-MTX, respectively (means ± SEM) 
and reached a maximum speed of 21.7 ± 0.7 m/hour (TSIP#1) and 
26.5 ± 2.5 m/hour (HT29-MTX) (Fig. 1, H to K). Average speeds 
were 174 ± 25 m/day for HT29-MTX and 95 ± 3 m/day for TSIPs. 
Although quite slow when compared to single-cell migration in 
experimental settings, this speed is in the order of magnitude of col-
lective migration speeds reported in vivo (14, 15). Together, these 
experiments show that a variety of cancer cell clusters display a per-
sistent motility when confined in nonadhesive environments.

Focal adhesion and traction forces are not required 
for cluster migration
Because HT29-MTX is the fastest and the easiest system for trans-
gene expression, they were further used for the mechanistic studies. 
Migration in PEG-coated microchannels is associated with a com-
pact rounded morphology that contrasts with the loose and spread 
shape observed when microchannels are coated with collagen I 
(Fig. 2A). Measuring the contact angles between the cluster bound-
aries and the microchannel walls highlighted the “dewetting” mor-
phology of the clusters and the absence of protrusions for HT29, 
HT29-MTX, and TSIPs migrating in PEG-coated microchannels, as 
opposed to the “wetting” morphology of HT29 under collagen-coated 
conditions (Fig. 2, A and B). To address the contribution of focal 
adhesions to cluster migration, we expressed Turquoise- or mCherry- 
tagged paxillin in HT29-MTX. While fluorescent paxillin revealed 
numerous foci at the collagen-I interface, they were nearly absent in 
PEG-coated microchannels (Fig. 2, C and D, and movie S3). In ad-
dition, the collagen-I coating reduced HT29-MTX migration speeds 
(from 264.6 ± 14.95 to 92.76 ± 15.89 m/day; Fig. 2E), in line with 
observations made from single cells where focal adhesion–dependent 
migration is slower than amoeboid migration (6). To assess the par-
ticipation of focal adhesions, we inhibited two of their main regula-
tors, focal adhesion kinase and Src, using different pharmacological 
inhibitors (PF271 and SU6656, respectively, or saracatinib). These 
treatments did not slow down the migration of HT29-MTX clusters 
in nonadhesive microchannels (Fig. 2F and fig. S2A). However, they 
inhibited focal adhesion formation in collagen-I–coated micro-
channels and could even rescue migration under these conditions 
(Fig. 2G and fig. S2, B to D). In line with this, measuring bead dis-
placements in traction force microscopy experiments revealed that 
clusters exert no traction forces on PEG-coated polydimethylsiloxane 
(PDMS) substrates, as opposed to localized pulling forces observed 
on collagen-I–coated PDMS substrates (Fig. 2, H to I, and fig. S3). 
While integrins are essential components of focal adhesions, they 
also have alternative functions by transmitting propelling friction 
forces against the substrate during single-cell amoeboid migration 
(5, 16). Inducing integrin internalization with a cyclic RGD peptide 
(cilengitide, cRGD) or a small-molecule inhibitor (SB273005) de-
creased migration speed in PEG-coated channels by 1.8- and 3.2-fold, 

respectively (Fig. 2J and fig. S2, E and F). To the contrary, increas-
ing nonspecific friction forces using bovine serum albumin (BSA) 
speeded up migration by up to 56% and even partially rescued the 
migration of clusters treated with cRGD peptides (Fig. 2, K and L, 
and fig. S2G). Thus, these results indicate that, unlike traction-based 
collective migration (8, 10, 12), clusters rely on integrin-mediated 
friction forces to migrate without focal adhesions in nonadhesive 
microchannels.

Cluster migration relies on RhoA activation and polarized 
actomyosin contractility
We then reasoned that the actomyosin cytoskeleton could power 
this collective mode of migration (5, 6, 17, 18). Expressing the fluo-
rescent probe F-tractin and Turquoise-tagged myosin light chain 
(MLC) in HT29-MTX revealed a robust supracellular peripheral 
actomyosin cortex in median sections (Fig. 3A). Such structures 
were also observed in primary tumor explants and resemble the 
cytoskeletal organization described for other epithelial cells groups 
(fig. S1F) (12, 19–21). The MLC cortex was evenly distributed in 
static clusters but displayed a strong polarization, with a twofold 
enrichment toward the back, during their migration (Fig. 3, A and B, 
and movie S4). Cluster front/back polarity was positively correlated 
with migration speed, suggestive of a pro-migratory function (Fig. 3C). 
This was confirmed by pharmacological inhibition of myosin II 
(blebbistatin) or Rho-associated protein kinase (ROCK) (Y27632) 
activities, which significantly reduced TSIP#1 and HT29-MTX migra-
tion speeds by 1.7- to 3-fold, respectively (Fig. 3, D to F). We then 
tested whether increasing contractility at the rear of the cluster was 
sufficient to power their migration. To this end, we used optogenetics 
to manipulate actomyosin contractility via its upstream regulator RhoA. We 
transduced HT29- MTX cells with either (i) the optoRhoA system 
that enables an acute spatiotemporal recruitment of RhoA activa-
tor ARHGEF11 to the membrane using the CRY2/CIBN light gated 
optogenetic dimerization system (Fig. 4A) (22) or (ii) the CRY2/
CIBN optogenetic dimerizer without RhoA’s activator as a control. 
We illuminated the front of migrating clusters and monitored their 
trajectories for up to 10 hours by using an automated stage and 
activation routine maintaining a constant illumination region de-
spite the movement of the cluster (Fig. 4B). After illumination, 67% 
of optoRhoA clusters reverted their direction of migration, while only 
13% of control clusters did (Fig. 4, C to E, and movies S5 and S6). 
Activation at the rear did not yield a significantly higher speed of 
migration, indicating that further increasing actomyosin contractility 
has no effect on cluster speed (Fig. 4E, green and black dots). This 
indicates that increasing actomyosin activity in a subset of cells dic-
tates the direction, but not the speed, of migrating clusters. Together, 
these experiments show that the front/back polarization of the supra-
cellular actomyosin cortex defines the direction of migration of the clusters.

Focal adhesion–independent collective migration occurs 
without persistent retrograde flows
Polarized contractility supports collective and single-cell migration by 
orienting the retrograde flows of cells or myosin (fig. S4) (6, 12, 23). 
We first investigated the participation of cell flows, described to 
power the collective migration of neural crest cell clusters or giant 
keratocytes aggregates (Fig. 5A, left) (12, 24). To this end, we ex-
pressed red fluorescent protein (RFP)–tagged histone 2B (H2B) in 
HT29-MTX clusters and tracked individual cell movements during 
up to 11 hours of migration in nonadhesive microchannels. First, 
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Fig. 2. Cluster migration in nonadhesive environments is traction independent but friction dependent. For (A) to (G), microchannels coating; PEG, pLL-PEG; Col-I, 
Cy5–collagen I. (A and B) Representative images (A; scale bar, 50 m) and maximum (Max.) contact angle of clusters (B; n = 39 to 59, Mann-Whitney test). (C to E) Repre-
sentative images of Paxillin at bottom planes (C; scale bar, 10 m), area covered by Paxillin foci (D; n = 19 to 28), and mean speed of HT29-MTX clusters (E; n = 90 to 106) 
(Mann-Whitney tests). (F and G) Mean speed of HT29-MTX clusters treated in PEG-coated (F) or Col-I–coated (G) microchannels. PF271, PF562271. n = 70 to 182 (one-way 
ANOVA). (H and I) PIV maps of TFM measurements (bead displacements following SDS-mediated relaxation) (H; scale bars, 20 m) and orientation of forces exerted by 
HT29-MTX clusters (I; n = 8 to 14, Welch’s t test) on Col-I– or PEG-coated substrates. , angle between cluster radius and bead displacement vector (fig. S3B). On PEG, small 
pushing forces are probably due to agarose pad confinement. (J) Mean speed of HT29-MTX clusters. cRGD, cyclic RGD; SB, SB273005. n = 74 to 149 (Student’s t tests). 
(K) Mean speed of HT29-MTX clusters. Microchannels coating: PEG ± F127 and BSA at indicated concentrations. n = 78 to 151 (one-way ANOVA). (L) Mean speed of HT29-MTX 
clusters treated with cRGD. Microchannels coating: PEG + F127 ± BSA (300 g/ml; cRGD + BSA). n = 67 to 82 (one-way ANOVA). n, number of clusters; ns, not significant; 
*P < 0.05, ***P < 0.001, and ****P < 0.0001. For each panel, SuperPlots, violin plot (all clusters); dots, mean of each experiment; same color, same independent experiment; 
black line, mean of individual means (see the “Data presentation, statistics, and reproducibility” section).
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we did not identify notable exchange between neighboring cells 
(Fig. 5, B to D, and movie S7). In addition, the averaged velocity of 
individual cells, in particular cells in contact with the channel walls, 
was anterograde (Fig. 5, D and E, and movie S7). Thus, the clusters 
move cohesively as solids in absence of sustained retrograde cellular 
flows, excluding cell treadmilling as the main migration mechanism 
(Fig. 5A, right). We next evaluated whether propulsive forces could 
be generated at the subcellular scale by actomyosin retrograde flows 
using Turquoise-MLC [its signal appeared more granular than ac-
tin, which helps for particle image velocimetry (PIV) analysis, and 

provided more signal-to-noise ratio]. PIV confirmed that HT29-
MTX migrating as single cells displayed persistent and coordinated 
myosin retrograde flows, as described during amoeboid migration 
(fig. S4 and movie S8) (6, 18, 23). In clusters, PIV analyses were 
performed over long periods of time (scale of hours), on the cluster 
contact areas with the substrate from median planes (Fig. 5, F to H). 
When averaged over time and multiple clusters, these PIV analyses 
yielded mostly anterograde flows in the substrate frame of reference 
(Fig. 5, F to H, and movie S9). This therefore excludes the contribu-
tion of persistent actomyosin retrograde flows at the single-cell 

Fig. 3. Focal adhesion–independent collective migration is driven by the contractility of the polarized actomyosin cortex. (A) Median section of HT29-MTX stably 
expressing F-tractin–mRuby3 (top) and mTurquoise-MLC (bottom), in PEG-coated channels. Red dashed lines visually materialize the front and back of clusters for quan-
tification of ratio in (B). Scale bars, 10 m. (B) Polarization of clusters expressed as MLC expression ratio between rear and front of clusters migrating in PEG-coated or 
PEG + F127–coated microchannels, as indicated in Materials and Methods. n = 12 to 13 clusters. (C) Correlation between cluster speed and polarization of clusters; statis-
tics for linear regression are shown on the graph. n = 23 clusters from three independent experiments. (D) Time-lapse sequences of HT29-MTX clusters migrating in 
PEG-coated microchannels in control condition and under Y27632 (25 M) or blebbistatin (Bleb; 50 M) treatments. Red dots, starting position of the clusters. Scale bars, 
50 m. (E) Representative tracks of clusters treated with Bleb or with DMSO (Ctrl). n = 10 clusters for each cell type. (F) Mean speed of clusters treated with Y27632, Bleb, 
or DMSO (Ctrl); log10 scale. n = 106 to 205 clusters (one-way ANOVA). **P < 0.01 and ****P < 0.0001.
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level, coordinated at the cluster scale, as the propulsive mechanism. 
Together, tracking cells and their actomyosin cytoskeleton showed 
that migrating clusters translate as a whole and do not use any of the 
known mechanisms of cell migration, which are based on sustained 
retrograde flows, either at the cellular or intracellular levels (1, 7).

Cluster migration is associated with fluctuating cell 
deformations or “jiggling”
Thus, we investigated alternative mechanisms. Single cell confined 
into microchannels can be powered by an “osmotic engine” based 
on the asymmetrical distribution of Na+/H+ pumps (25). We inhib-
ited these pumps using 5-(N-ethyl-N-isopropyl)amiloride (EIPA) 
treatment but did not observe any effect on cluster migration speeds 
(fig. S5A). Therefore, the osmotic engine mechanism would require 

an osmolarity gradient between the front and rear of the cell and thus 
would rely on the fact that there is no space for diffusion between 
the cell and the channel walls. We designed microchambers where 
clusters are only confined top to bottom but not on the sides. While 
fluids could freely flow around the clusters, they migrated very effi-
ciently in the chambers (even faster than in channels), further prov-
ing that osmotic gradients and fluid fluxes are not at play (fig. S5B).

We then used a higher time resolution, in the order of minutes, 
to resolve the transient actomyosin dynamics using Turquoise- 
MLC. PIV analyses identified complex myosin flow patterns in the 
lab reference frame. In contact with the substrate, myosin flow 
velocities displayed fluctuations in amplitude over time, with sto-
chastic and short-lived retrograde flows indicative of transient pro-
pulsive events (Fig. 6A and fig. S6A). PIV analysis of myosin flows 

Fig. 4. Polarized RhoA activation dictates the direction of migration. (A) Schematic of the molecular effect of light activation in optoRhoA cells. (B and C) Optogenetic 
manipulations: experimental setup (B) and representative time-lapse sequence (C). Scale bar, 20 m. (D) Displacement of clusters over time before (−1 hour 30 min < t < 0 hours) 
and after (0 hours < t < 10 hours) optogenetic activation of control and optoRhoA–stably expressing HT29-MTX cells. Bold lines are the mean displacement of clusters changing 
direction (mean displacement after activation, >0). Dotted lines are the mean of clusters not changing direction (mean displacement after activation, <0). Purple zone, optoge-
netic activation. n = 23 for control and n = 24 for optoRhoA from at least three independent experiments. P = 0.0003 (Fisher’s exact test on the proportion of turning clusters). 
(E) Left: Mean velocity before (average over 1 hour 30 min, x axis) and after (average over 10 hours, y axis) activation (act.) of control and optoRhoA clusters. n = 119 (control) 
and 62 (optoRhoA) clusters. Right: Schematic of activation protocol, showing corresponding colors on the graph shown on the left panel.
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at the bottom planes of clusters showed similar results (fig. S6, C and D). 
Because it is still experimentally challenging to measure forces asso-
ciated with the retrograde/propulsive events, we used the amplitude 
of myosin flow or nuclei speed fluctuations at the contact with the 
channels walls as a proxy. To quantify them, their velocities in the 
cluster reference frame were centered around zero, i.e., their algebraic 
temporal mean was subtracted. We found that fluctuations of myo-
sin flows at the cortex closely correlated with fluctuations of nuclei 
displacements observed in lateral cells (first layer in contact with 
the substrate) but also throughout the cluster, with more movement 
in fast moving clusters (Fig. 6, B and C, and fig. S6B). The amplitude 
of these fluctuations, or jiggling, was positively correlated with cluster 

migration speed: The more myosin/nuclei speeds fluctuate, the faster 
the cluster (Fig. 6, B and D, and fig. S6, E and F, on movies with either 
short or long time intervals). The amplitude of fluctuations was only 
correlated to movement in clusters migrating more than 2 m/hour, 
indicating that jiggling is not by itself sufficient to drive migration 
(Fig. 6D and fig. S6, E and F). Polarization of the actomyosin cortex 
not only correlated with migration speed (as shown in Fig. 3, A to C, 
and fig. S6G) but also strongly correlated with persistence (Fig. 6E 
and fig. S6G). Together, these results suggest that polarization could 
harness jiggling to power persistent, directed migration. We then 
used theoretical physical modeling to determine whether these two 
minimal components are sufficient to power cluster migration.

Fig. 5. Focal adhesion–independent collective migration occurs without persistent retrograde flows. (A) Schematic representation of cell treadmilling (left) and 
translation of the whole cluster (right). (B) Representative tracks of nuclei in the cluster reference frame. Median section of a histone 2B (H2B)-RFP–expressing HT29-MTX 
cluster, migrating to the right in a PEG-coated microchannel over 11 hours. The image is the first time point. (C) Representative example of nuclei tracks in the lab refer-
ence frame. Median section of an H2B-RFP–expressing HT29-MTX cluster, migrating in a PEG-coated microchannel over 10 hours. Scale bar, 50 m. (D) Superimposition 
of the maps of individual nuclei displacements for n = 22 clusters (from seven independent experiments). Nuclei are tracked in median sections of H2B-RFP–expressing 
HT29-MTX clusters migrating in PEG-coated microchannels (25 min to 11 hours). Blue boxes, lateral nuclei defined for further nuclei speeds analysis (15 m thickness at 
the contact with the channel walls). (E) Frequency distribution of the x component of the mean velocity of every lateral nucleus. Same clusters as in (D). (F) Median section 
showing instantaneous myosin flow velocity vectors superimposed on the raw image and detected by particle image velocimetry (PIV) of a representative HT29-MTX 
cluster–expressing mTurquoise-MLC and migrating in a PEG-coated channel. Time point, T = 58 min. Blue boxes, contact zone defined for further myosin flows analysis 
(2 m thickness at the contact with the channel walls). (G) PIV map of myosin flow velocity vectors of median sections of clusters, averaged over time (25 min to 7.4 hours) 
and clusters (n = 10 migrating clusters from four independent experiments). (H) Frequency of velocities (x component) of myosin flow velocity vectors at the contact 
obtained from PIV maps of median sections. Same clusters as in (G).
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Fig. 6. Cell deformations and actomyosin polarity are the minimal components for collective amoeboid migration. For (A), (C), and (D), myosin and nuclei are 
analyzed at the contact with channels walls (see Fig. 5, D and G, and Materials and Methods) in median sections of HT29-MTX clusters migrating in PEG-coated microchannels. 
(A) Representative kinetics of myosin flow velocity (x component, spatial average). Lab ref. frame. (B) Nuclei tracks in representative clusters, every 2 to 10 min over 8 to 
11 hours. Cluster ref. frame. (C) Amplitudes of myosin flows and nuclei speeds fluctuations. (D) Amplitudes of nuclei speeds fluctuations and cluster speeds (i.e., centroid 
direct displacement between first and last time point over total time, as migrating clusters do not change direction). Log2 scales. (E) Cluster migration persistence correla-
tion with myosin (MLC) polarization. For (C) to (E), lines, linear regressions; threshold between migrating/nonmigrating clusters, 2 m/hour. n = 27 to 28 clusters (six inde-
pendent experiments). (F) Discrete, five-beads one-dimensional model of the cell cluster, averaged along the z direction and discretized along the x direction. R0, average 
separation; gray springs, elastic elements; color gradient represents the gradient of active fluctuations of contractile stress (i and ∂x); friction forces (i, green) depend 
on the local strain u = Ri + 1 − Ri − R0; v, cluster velocity. (G) Representative trajectory obtained from a stochastic simulation of (F). Mobility Mi = i

−1 = M0 + M1ui; elastic 
potential ∑i kui

2/2; distance, units of R0; time, units of 1/M0k ≡ 0/k. (H) Numerical evaluation of mean cluster velocity and ∂x (see Supplementary Text and fig. S10). 
(I) Schematic representation of the four main different modes of cell migration.
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Collective amoeboid migration could arise 
from polarized jiggling
Inspired by earlier analytic descriptions of synthetic crawling or swim-
ming machines (26–28), we propose a minimal physical model for 
collective amoeboid migration that describes the cluster as an actively 
polarized jiggling elastic solid, migrating despite any persistent cellular 
or myosin flow (Supplementary Text). This mechanism stems from 
the observed polarization of the clusters (Fig. 3, A to C) and their mi-
gration speed being correlated with the amplitude of both myosin and 
nuclei flow fluctuations (Fig. 6D and fig. S6E). The cluster is endowed 
with a fluctuating contractile stress, whose magnitude  follows the 
local myosin concentration and therefore displays a front-back gradi-
ent ∇, which, in turn, causes a gradient of fluctuating deformations 
(Fig. 6F). This is the key ingredient that drives the cluster out of equi-
librium and is eventually responsible for self-propulsion (Fig. 6, F to H). 
Data presented in Fig. 2 suggest that clusters interact with the substrate 
via passive friction forces, which are generically nonlinear and as-
sumed to be strain (i.e., deformation) dependent. We provide in 
Supplementary Text a proof- of-principle calculation showing that 
the presence of fluctuating movements of myosin flows and/or nuclei, 
the polarization of the actomyosin cortex, and the transmission of pas-
sive friction forces with the substrate are the minimum ingredients to 
induce cluster self-propulsion, with velocity v ∼ ∇, independently of 
any sustained retrograde flow of actomyosin or nuclei (Fig. 6, C to H). 
Thus, in this general migration mechanism that we named “polarized 
jigging,” self-propulsion arises from a front-back asymmetry of fric-
tion forces with the substrate, which is induced by fluctuating defor-
mations within the cluster under a polarized myosin cortex. This can 
be seen as a micrometer-scale, continuous, stochastic version of vi-
brating crawling robots whose motion is based on cycling asymmetric 
friction forces on a substrate (29–31).

DISCUSSION
Identified from patient explants, we report an undescribed mode of 
migration that we named “collective amoeboid” based on several key 
features shared with amoeboid single-cell motility (Fig. 6I): Like a 
giant super cell, clusters mobilize their polarized supracellular acto-
myosin cortex to generate propulsive friction forces and migrate in 
absence of focal adhesion–mediated traction. However, the mecha-
nism producing motility is completely different: Neither cell nor 
actomyosin retrograde flows are coordinated at the cluster scale. 
This ruled out conventional models of migration such as cell tread-
milling described by the Mayor lab (12) or other “toothpaste-like” 
models comparable to the bleb-based mode of migration of single 
cells (1, 6, 18). Instead, we identified random fluctuations of myosin 
flows and cell displacements in migrating clusters. Our experimental 
evidence are supported by our physical theoretical model validating 
a mechanism of polarized jiggling based on a polarized contractile 
stress that yields directed motion in nonadhesive environments. 
This mechanism is consistent with the migration of engineered bio-
logical robots made by Kriegman et al. (32). In this system, asym-
metric biological aggregates made of noncontractile stem cells and 
contractile cardiomyocytes are able to generate directed motion 
without temporal coordination of the contractions. Our study pro-
poses a mechanism that requires only minimal elements: a front-
back polarization, the presence of random contractile forces at the 
cluster scale, and nonspecific friction forces with the environment. 
We anticipate that this principle underlying the migration of cancer 

cell clusters could be extended to understand the movement of other 
biological systems.

In the course of their metastatic dissemination, tumor cells hijack 
all modes of single or collective migration described to date (33). 
Here, we show that cancer primary specimens and cell lines can also 
adopt collective amoeboid migration. This can result from intrinsic 
oncogenic features, such as in TSIPs, where the inverted apico- 
basolateral polarity prevents cluster adhesion to ECM-rich tissues 
(13), but we have shown that this apical-out configuration is not a 
prerequisite to collective amoeboid migration (Fig. 1F). This pro-
pulsion-based mode of collective migration could also be enabled as 
a non–cell autonomous process, when cancer cell clusters are con-
fined into environments that they are unable to adhere to. These 
encompass major dissemination routes that are deprived of con-
ventional ECM, such as perimuscular tracks, the lumen of lymphatic 
vessels, or the peritoneal and pleural cavities (33–39). It could also 
endow the migration of cell clusters across a wide spectrum of 
tissues for which they may not express the correct repertoire of 
receptors, reminiscent of leukocytes navigating all kinds of environ-
ments using an integrin-independent mode of migration.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Data presentation, statistics, and reproducibility
Data are presented using SuperPlots, which are a superposition of the 
whole data distribution displayed as a violin plot and the mean of each 
individual experiment displayed as dots (40). In the violin plots, the 
whole population of clusters is displayed with the median (dashed gray 
line) and quartiles (dotted gray lines). Except for Fig. 1 and fig. S1 (see 
corresponding legends), dots of the same color represent the mean of 
matched control and experimental conditions performed in each indi-
vidual experiment (red control dot goes with the red experimental 
condition dots). The black line is the mean of all experiments for each 
condition. To display lognormal distributions using violin plots, we 
first log-transformed the raw data and plotted them on a linear axis. 
For ease of read, we annotated the y axis with the antilog values.

Normality or log normality of all data distribution was tested using 
the Kolmogorov-Smirnov, d’Agostino-Pearson, or Shapiro-Wilk test 
in Prism 9 (GraphPad). When distributions are best fitted by a log nor-
mal distribution, statistical tests were performed on log- transformed 
data. Significance for datasets displaying normal distributions was cal-
culated in Prism with unpaired (unless otherwise specified) two-tailed 
Student’s t test or one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and 
Dunnett’s multiple comparison test when comparing more than two 
conditions. Significance for non-normally distributed datasets were 
calculated in Prism using a Mann-Whitney test or a Welch’s t test for 
different SD, or a Kruskal-Wallis test and Dunn’s multiple comparison 
test when comparing more than two conditions. P values of statistical 
significance are represented as *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, and 
****P < 0.0001; ns, not significant. n numbers of clusters per cells ana-
lyzed are indicated in the figure legends. The number of independent 
experiments (biological and technical replicates) is either represented 
on SuperPlots as the number of dots, either indicated in the figure 
legend. Experiments were performed independently for each cell line.

Biological material and cell culture
Human primary specimens
The human study protocols followed all relevant ethical regulations in 
accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki principles. The study 
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was approved by the ethics committee of Gustave Roussy hospital, 
and written informed consent was obtained from all patients.
Recovery of peritoneal effusions from patients
Tumor cell clusters from patients with CRC (with a 50% mucinous 
contingent) and pseudomyxoma are harvested by collecting serous 
fluid after addition and reabsorption of 500 ml of saline solution 
immediately after laparotomy. Ascites from patients with esogastric, 
pancreatic, ovarian, and uterus cancer are collected at day hospital. 
The processing of peritoneal effusions is adapted from the protocol 
described in (13). Briefly, fresh specimens are centrifuged twice at 
400g for 5 min, and tumor cells are isolated via a Ficoll-Paque PLUS 
(GE HealthCare, 17144002) centrifugation, following the manufac-
turer’s protocol. Cell clusters are then purified from single cells 
through several pulse centrifugations at 400g.

The nonseminomatous germ cell tumor specimen was isolated 
from biopsy. Tumoroids are kept in Matrigel for 6 weeks in colon 
organoid medium (41). They are then gently resuspended with TrypLE 
1× and kept in suspension in an ultralow adhesion six-well plate 
(Corning, CLS3471-24EA) overnight before use in the microchannels.
Tumoroids generated from PDXs
Two human colorectal tumors (TSIP#1 corresponding to LRB-0009C 
and TSIP#2 corresponding to IGR-0014P) from the CReMEC tumor 
collection (42) were maintained in immunocompromised NOD scid 
gamma (NSG) mice (males or females). Animal experiments are com-
pliant with French legislation and EU Directive 2010/63. The project 
received a favorable evaluation from Animal Care and Use Com-
mittee no. 26 and granted French Government authorization un-
der number 517-2015042114005883 and 8867-2017020914112908. 
Mice were obtained from Charles River and Gustave Roussy in-house 
facility, housed and bred at the Gustave Roussy animal core facility 
(accreditation D94-076-11), and euthanized following endpoints 
validated by the Ethical Committee and the French government 
(Ministère de l'Enseignement Supérieur, de la Recherche et de 
l’Innovation). Tumoroid (TSIP) formation from PDXs was adapt-
ed from the protocol described in (13). Tumors between 1000 and 
1500  mm3 are minced and incubated in 5 to 10  ml of Dulbecco’s 
modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) containing GlutaMAX (Gibco, 
31966-021) supplemented with collagenase VIII (2 mg/ml; Sigma- 
Aldrich, C2139) for 1  hour and 15  min at 37°C under agitation. 
Tumor fragments are resuspended in 50 ml of DMEM and filtered 
through 100-m cell strainers (EASYstrainer, 542000). Filtered tu-
mor cells and clusters are pelleted at 800g for 10 min. Pellets are 
further washed four times by adding 10 ml of DMEM medium and 
pulse-centrifuged at 800 and 400g to collect clusters only. Clusters 
are kept in suspension in ultralow adhesion six-well plates (Corning, 
CLS3471-24EA) with DMEM medium supplemented with 10% fe-
tal bovine serum (FBS; Gibco, 10270-106) (hereafter referred to as 
“full DMEM”). They form tumoroids after 3 days of culture.

Prostate cancer PDX (MR191) and ovarian cancer PDX (MR0097) 
are gifts from C. Robert’s lab. Tumor fragments were digested to form 
clusters after 2 and 7 days of culture in six-well ultralow attachment 
plates in prostate culture medium (43) and full DMEM, respective-
ly. All media are supplemented with 1% penicillin and streptomycin 
(Gibco, 15140-122).
Cell lines
Triple-negative breast cancer SUM52PE cells (gift from F. André’s 
lab) and LS513 cells [CRC; American Type Culture Collection 
(ATCC), CRL-2134] are cultured in RPMI (RPMI 1640 1×, Gibco, 
61870-010) medium supplemented with 10% FBS. HT29 (ATCC 

HTB-38, CRC) cells from human colon adenocarcinoma are grown 
in full DMEM. Mucous-secreting HT29-MTX (clone E12; European 
Collection of Authenticated Cell Cultures, 12040401, CRC) cells, 
derived from HT29 cell line, are grown in full DMEM supplemented 
by 1% nonessential amino acids (Gibco, 11140050). HT29 and 
HT29-MTX cell lines are used for mechanistic studies because they 
are the fastest cell lines and can be easily infected to express tagged 
proteins or trackers. Cell lines are dissociated with 0.05% trypsin- 
EDTA for passaging. For cluster production, 1.5 million cells are 
plated in a petri dish (nonculture coated) with 10 ml of culture me-
dium for 3 to 5 days.

Circulating tumor cell lines (CTC44 and CTC45) are from hu-
man CRC (gift from J. Pannequin’s lab) and cultivated, as previously 
described (44). In brief, they are maintained in suspension as clus-
ters in advanced DMEM-F12 (Gibco, 12634-010) supplemented with 
1% GlutaMax (Invitrogen, 35050-061), 1% N2 supplement (Invitrogen, 
17502-048), human epidermal growth factor (20 ng/ml), and hu-
man fibroblast growth factor–2 (10 ng/ml). They are split once a 
week, by pelleting at 300g for 5 min and incubated with Accumax 
for 45 min at 37°C. Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS; 5 ml) contain-
ing 2% FBS is then added to inactivate Accumax. Clusters are fil-
tered through a 40-m strainer, pelleted, and resuspended in M12 
medium. All cell lines and clusters are cultured in a humidified in-
cubator at 37°C under a 5% CO2 atmosphere.

Microchannels, drug incubation, and cluster loading
Design of the channels
We designed microchannels with the following dimensions: height, 
h = 30 m; width, w = 60 m; and length, l = 7 mm. For chambers, 
w′ = 500 m. The loading chamber’s height is h = 180 m. Each chip 
contains three independent series of 30 microchannels and is di-
mensioned to fit in a 25-mm-diameter well. Epoxy molds are made 
from an original mold fabricated on a silicon wafer by standard 
photolithography with an SU8 photoresist (Microchem), following 
the manufacturer’s instructions.
Microchannel preparation and drug incubation
Chips are made of a PDMS mixture (Neyco, RTV615) 10:1 (w/w) 
ratio with cross-linker, poured on the epoxy mold, and polymerized 
at room temperature for at least 48 hours. Loading ports are made 
with a 1-mm hole puncher. Chips are sterilized with 70% ethanol 
for a few minutes, dried, and activated for 1 min in a plasma chamber 
(Diener, Zepto V2, 30 W), together with a glass substrate [12-well 
glass-bottom plate (CellVis, P12-1.5H-N) or 25-mm glass coverslip 
for optogenetic experiments]. The 12-well glass-bottom plate is pre-
viously plasma-activated alone for 5 min. PDMS chips are stuck to 
the activated glass and heated at 95°C for 30 s for maximum bind-
ing. They are then cooled at room temperature for a few seconds 
before coating for at least 30 min with an anti-adhesive reagent 
[pLL-g-PEG (0.1 mg/ml; pLL(20)-g[3.5]-PEG(2) from SuSoS) or 
pLL-g-PEG + 1% pluronic F-127] or rat-tail collagen I (20 g/ml; 
Corning, 354236). For Fig. 2A, collagen I is labeled with Alexa Fluor 
647 (coupling of the collagen was done in-house, using Invitrogen 
labeling kit no. A20006). For the experiments in Fig. 2, BSA was 
added at the indicated concentrations in the PEG + F127 mixture 
for coating the channels. This was previously shown to increase 
friction (18). Chips are washed once in full DMEM and then sub-
merged with medium for 1 hour to overnight.

For drug treatments [Y27632 (25 M; Sigma-Aldrich, Y0503-
5MG), blebbistatin (50 M; Calbiochem, 203391), cyclic RGD 
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(10 M; cilengitide, Selleckchem), SB273005 (10 M; Selleckchem), 
PF562271 (250 nM; TargetMol), saracatinib (100 nM; MedChem 
Express), SU6656 (10 M; Sigma-Aldrich), EIPA (20 and 50 M; 
Sigma-Aldrich), or dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO)], chips are incubated 
with medium and drugs 1 to 5 hours before cluster loading.
Cluster loading
Clusters are filtered on a 70-m strainer (EASYStrainer, 542070), pelleted 
by a 400g pulse centrifugation and resuspended at 250 clusters/l 
in full DMEM. Clusters are loaded using a 25-l syringe (Hamilton, 
702SNR 22/51 mm/pst3). All media are supplemented with 1% penicillin 
and streptomycin.
Flushing of the channels
After 1 day of migration in PEG-coated or collagen-I–coated mi-
crochannels, HT29-MTX clusters are flushed very gently with a 
syringe filled with water, at 2.8 l/min. The whole chips are imaged 
before and after flushing at ×4 magnification on an Olympus in-
verted X83 microscope with a Hamamatsu camera. Clusters before 
and after flushing are then counted to quantify the effect of flushing, 
as a proxy for adhesiveness of the microchannels.
Single-cell experiments
Microchannels have the following dimensions: w = 20 m and h = 3 or 
5 m. They are stuck to a 12-well plate or to a -dish (ibidi, 81151) fol-
lowing the experimental procedure described above and are coated with 
pLL-PEG. Single cells in suspension are then pushed inside the channels 
using a 25-l Hamilton syringe (Hamilton, 702SNR 22/51 mm/pst3).

TFM setup preparation
Protocol adapted from (18).
Soft PDMS substrate preparation
A 100-m-thick soft PDMS layer is made of PDMS mixture (CY 52-276, 
A + B) 1:1 (w/w) ratio of A to B, spin-coated (spin acceleration of 250 rpm/s, 
500 rpm during 10 s and then 750 rpm during 40 s) on a FluoroDish 
[35 mm; World Precision Instruments (WPI), FD35-100] and let to 
polymerize overnight at 80°C.
Soft PDMS substrate functionalization
Substrates are silanized using a 1:10 (v/v) solution of 3-aminoprop-
yltriethoxysilane (Sigma-Aldrich, A3648) diluted in 100% lab-grade 
ethanol. Substrates are incubated for 10 min in the silane solution, 
rinsed three times with 100% ethanol, and dried at 80°C for 10 min. 
A 2:1000 (v/v) solution of fluorescent beads (FluoSpheres carboxylate– 
modified microspheres, 0.1 or 0.2 m) in Millipore water is sonicated 
during 5 min and filtered using a 0.45-m filter. Activated sub-
strates are then incubated in the fluorescent beads solution for 10 min, 
washed three times with Millipore water, and dried at 80°C for 
10 min. Samples can be stored at room temperature under dark 
conditions for up to 2 to 3 weeks. FluoroDish is then coated over-
night with an adhesive [rat-tail collagen I (200 g/ml) in PBS] or 
antiadhesive reagent (pLL(20)-g[3.5]-PEG(2) (0.1 mg/ml) diluted 
in Hepes buffer) solution under biofilm.
Cluster loading
Clusters are filtered on a 70-m strainer (EASYStrainer, 542070), 
pelleted by a 400g pulse centrifugation and deposited on the two- 
dimensional PDMS substrate. Clusters on PEG substrate are over-
laid with an agarose pad to prevent them from floating. They are then 
incubated overnight with culture medium in this configuration be-
fore imaging.
SDS treatment and imaging
Time-lapse imaging was done using a spinning disk confocal mi-
croscope Andor on DMI8, powered by Metamorph software. A first 

image of the sample is taken, and then, SDS (Sigma-Aldrich, L3771) 
is added with a syringe either directly on top of the clusters on 
collagen-I–coated FluoroDish or through the agarose pad on top of 
clusters on pLL-PEG–coated substrates. Sample is imaged every 
1 min until the cell cluster is completely dissociated.

Plasmids, virus production, and infection
Plasmids
The DH-PH domain of ARHGEF11 was amplified and cloned into 
CRY2PHR-mCherry. pCIBN(deltaNLS)-pmGFP (Addgene plasmid 
no. 26867; http://n2t.net/addgene:26867; RRID: Addgene_26867) 
(45) and pCRY2PHR-mCherryN1 (Addgene plasmid no. 26866; 
http://n2t.net/addgene:26866; RRID: Addgene_26866) (45) are a gift 
from C. Tucker. The H2B-RFP plasmid is a gift from the Hall lab. 
pLV-Ftractin-mRuby3-p2A-mTurquoise-MLC-IRES-Blast is a gift 
from Meyer and colleagues (46) (Addgene plasmid no. 85146; 
http://n2t.net/addgene:85146; RRID: Addgene_85146); mCherry- 
Paxillin is a gift from the Vignjevic lab; and pLentiblast-Paxillin- 
mTurquoise is a gift from Debnath and colleagues (47) (Addgene plasmid 
no. 74206; http://n2t.net/addgene:74206; RRID: Addgene_74206).
Virus production and infection
Ectopic expression of fluorescent probes is achieved using lenti-
viruses. Lentiviruses are obtained by cotransfection of the plasmid 
of interest with the packaging vectors pMD2G (Addgene plasmid 
no.12259; http://n2t.net/addgene:12259; RRID: Addgene_12259) and 
pCMVdR8.74 (Addgene plasmid no. 8455; http://n2t.net/addgene:8455; 
RRID: Addgene_8455) into human embryonic kidney 293T cells 
with the transfection reagent JetPrime (Polyplus, 114-15). Lentivirus- 
containing supernatants are collected on days 2 and 3 following 
transfection, concentrated by ultracentrifugation (24000g, 2 hours), 
and stored at −80°C.

Infection is performed, as previously described (13). Briefly, 
HT29-MTX (1 × 106 cells) are exposed to lentiviruses in 500 l of 
full DMEM containing protamine (16 g/ml) overnight before 
being sorted by fluorescence-activated cell sorter to establish stable 
cell lines. Cell lines were then used for experiments as specified in the 
figures and legends. optoRhoA HT29-MTX cells express ARHGEF11- 
CRY2PHR-mCherry and CIBN-GFP, and control cells express 
CRY2PHR-mCherryN1 and CIBN-eGFP-CaaX.

Imaging, microscope acquisition, and optogenetic experiments
Time-lapse imaging
Time-lapse bright-field imaging is done using an Olympus inverted 
X83 microscope with a Hamamatsu camera or a Spinning Disk 
CSU-W1 (Yokogawa) with a Prime 95B sCMOC camera. The latter 
is also used for live fluorescence imaging.
Imaging of integrin V internalization
Before injection in the microchannels, clusters are incubated in 
DMSO for control condition or with 10 M cRGD for 30 min. 
Transferrin (Alexa Fluor 488-transferrin; 5 g/ml; Invitrogen, T13342) 
is also added for all conditions to reveal the endosomal fraction. 
Clusters are then injected in PEG-coated microchannels in full 
media containing Transferrin and cRGD or DMSO and incubated 
overnight. Integrin V and transferrin are then imaged using a 
Spinning Disk CSU-W1 microscope (Yokogawa) with a Prime 95B 
sCMOC camera.
Optogenetics
Clusters are incubated in the chips for at least 1 hour before imag-
ing. Experiments are performed at 37°C in 5% CO2 in a heating 
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chamber (Pecon, Meyer Instruments, Houston, TX) placed on an 
inverted microscope model no. IX71 equipped with a 60× objective 
with numerical aperture of 1.45 (Olympus, Melville, NY) and a 
camera ORCA-Flash4 (Hamamatsu, Japan). The microscope is 
controlled with the software Metamorph (Molecular Devices, Eugene, 
OR). Differential interference contrast imaging is performed with a 
far-red filter in the illumination path to avoid CRY2 activation. 
Optogenetic stimulations are performed every 2 to 2.5 or 5 min 
with a digital micromirror device (DMD) in epi-mode (DLP Light 
Crafter, Texas Instruments) illuminated with a SPECTRA Light Engine 
(Lumencor, Beaverton, OR) at 440 ± 10 nm. Total internal reflec-
tion fluorescence (TIRF) images are acquired using an azimuthal 
TIRF module (iLas2; Roper Scientific, Tucson, AZ). An automated 
tracking algorithm is designed in MATLAB with a feedback-loop 
routine to ensure that the optogenetic activation is maintained in 
the specific area of interest.

Immunofluorescence, antibodies, histology, 
and immunohistochemistry
Immunofluorescence
TSIP#1 in Fig. 1B was fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) after 
24 hours of incubation in collagen I. Cell clusters in fig. S1F were 
fixed in PFA 4% for 10 min and embedded in a collagen-I gel before 
immunofluorescence, as described previously (13). Images were 
acquired with a SpinningDisk CSU-W1 (Yokogawa) with a Zyla 
sCMOC camera driven by an Olympus X83.
Antibodies and dyes
Primary antibodies used were as follows: anti-integrin ß1 [P5D2; 
Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank (DSHB), deposited by 
E. A. Wayner (DSHB Hybridoma Product); 1:500] and pMLC T18/S18 
(anti-phospho MLC T18/S19; Cell Signaling Technology, 3674S; 
1:100 or 1:200). Secondary antibodies used were as follows: anti- 
mouse–fluorescein isothiocyanate (Jackson ImmunoResearch, 711-545-
152; 1:500) and anti-rabbit–Alexa Fluor 647 (Jackson ImmunoResearch, 
715-605-152; 1:250 or 1:500). Dyes used were as follows: Alexa Fluor 
phalloidin rhodamine (Life Technologies, AF12415, 1:1000), Alexa 
Fluor phalloidin 488 (Life Technologies, A12379, 1:1000), and 
4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI).
Histology and immunohistochemistry
CRC (micropapillary histotype) primary tumors obtained after chirur-
gical resection are formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded (FFPE) 
according to the routine protocols. Three-millimeter sections of FFPE 
samples are deparaffinized, unmasked (Ph8), and rehydrated before 
hematoxylin/eosin/saffron staining or immunohistochemistry.
Immunohistochemistry
Sections are immunostained with ezrin (BD Biosciences, 610603; 
1:100) or CK20-specific mouse monoclonal antibody (clone Ks20.8, 
Dako, Glostrup, Denmark). Stainings are performed with Ventana 
BenchMark XT immunostainer (ventana Medical Systems, Tucson, 
AZ) using an UltraView DABv3 kit (Ventana). The chromogene is 
3,3′-diaminobenzidine in all the stainings.

Image analysis
Naming
“Speed” is computed as the average of the absolute values of every 
instantaneous displacement. “Velocity” is oriented and describes 
the final true displacement of objects: It is computed as the displace-
ment vector between two time points or, by extension, as the algebraic 
displacement along one direction (usually the x direction).

Analysis of cluster displacements from bright-field  
time-lapse sequences
For bright-field movies, displacement of clusters centroid is tracked 
every hour using the Manual Tracking plugin in Fiji (48). Clusters 
that are too small to be confined or dissociating during the experi-
ment are ignored. Speed (micrometer per day) corresponds to the 
accumulated distance over 12 to 24 hours, extrapolated to 24 hours. 
Persistence is calculated as the ratio of Euclidean distance traveled 
by the cluster monitored every 1 hour for 1 day, over its total dis-
placement. Maximum speed is calculated as the maximum instanta-
neous speed. Maximum consecutive migration duration is the 
longest period of continuous migration over 1 pixel (1.07 or 1.369 m) 
per hour. These last three metrics are calculated for clusters migrat-
ing more than 25 m per day.
Cell segmentation for cell tracking in optogenetic experiments
Movies are analyzed using custom-built routines in Fiji (48) and 
MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA). ARHGEF11-CRY2-mCherry 
signal is used to segment clusters by applying a Gaussian filter and 
a threshold. Trajectories are then analyzed in MATLAB, taking the 
displacement of the center of each segmented cluster along the 
microchannel. The beginning of the activation is considered as time 
0 and origin of the position for all the trajectories. Trajectories are 
sometimes flipped to put all the activation on the same side (left side 
of the cluster).
Analysis of Paxillin foci
Paxillin images are treated in Fiji with the Subtract background 
plugin, using a 2-pixel rolling ball. Threshold is then set to highlight 
and best separate all the foci. The area of each structure is collected 
using the Analyze Particles plugin in Fiji, considering particles of 
10 infinite sizes. The proportion of area covered by Paxillin foci is 
obtained by normalizing the sum of Paxillin foci individual areas by 
the total area of the cluster.
ITGAV internalization
To determine the endosomal fraction, the Transferrin images are 
thresholded to best delineate endosomes. The thresholded image is 
then used to create a mask that is transferred to the ITGAV image. 
The amount of ITGAV is calculated by summing the “integrated 
intensity value” of each region of interest (ROI) from the Transfer-
rin image. The ITGAV image is then thresholded to determine the 
total amount of ITGAV. We then calculate the ratio of ITGAV signal 
contained in the Transferrin mask over the total ITGAV signal.
Analysis of bead displacements in TFM experiments
Time-sequence images of fluorescent beads are aligned using the 
SIFT algorithm in Fiji (49). Bead displacements between first and 
last time points are then calculated using the cross-correlation PIV 
plugin in Fiji (50). The heatmap of bead displacements is coded in 
MATLAB. Maximum bead displacement is computed as the mean 
of 0.2% highest displacement amplitudes (mean over at least three 
displacement vectors) from the PIV result on the entire image field. 
Variation coefficient is computed as the ratio of SD of bead dis-
placement amplitudes over their mean. It characterizes the disper-
sion of the distribution of bead displacements by the cluster: The 
higher it is, the more localized bead displacements are. Orientation 
of bead displacement vectors is computed as the average of cos() = 
(u·v)/(||u||×||v||) where u is the vector pointing from the cluster cen-
troid (computed using ROI analysis in Fiji) to the coordinates of 
each bead, v is the bead displacement vector, and ||u|| (resp. ||v||) is 
the amplitude of u (resp. v) vector. Traction forces exerted by clusters 
on the beads lead to a cos() > 0, whereas cos() < 0 corresponds to 
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pushing forces. On PEG-coated substrates, small pushing forces can be 
detected, probably due to the light confinement by the agarose pad.
Analysis of MLC polarization
Direction of migration for each cluster is determined by tracking its 
movement for at least 2 hours before fluorescence imaging. Myosin 
and actin are imaged in a median section of the cluster using a spin-
ning disk fluorescence microscope. For analyzing the intensity at the 
cortex, a 20-pixel Subtract background is performed before using a 
15-pixel-wide line scan to delineate the cortex and measure myosin 
intensity signal in each half of the cluster. The intensity in each half 
is normalized to the perimeter of the line scan to calculate the rear 
to front ratio (raw integrated density over perimeter).
Myosin flow analyses
Myosin flows are analyzed from movies of median sections of 
HT29-MTX clusters stably expressing mTurquoise-MLC using a 
custom-built routine in Fiji (48) and MATLAB (MathWorks, 
Natick, MA). Images are acquired every 1 to 5 min during 20 min to 
7.4 hours and the MLC channel is used to map actomyosin flow 
dynamics in clusters. Background contribution is removed using a 
custom-built macro in Fiji before PIV analysis. A bounding rectan-
gle is adjusted to the cluster shape at every time point to obtain the 
cluster centroid positions. The Stramer lab (King’s College London, 
UK) PIV package, developed in MATLAB (51), is used to extract 
maps of myosin flow velocity vectors from the median section of 
clusters. The size of objects to be tracked is 4 m (50% wider than 
the cluster cortex), and the size of the analysis window is the value 
of the mean displacement of myosin between two consecutive 
frames (5 to 7 m).

A MATLAB code was developed to display and exploit the PIV 
analysis. Mean PIV map of myosin flows of all clusters was obtained 
in two steps: (i) averaging over time the PIV maps of individual 
clusters, centered around a reference position; and (ii) averaging the 
time-averaged PIV maps over the clusters. This leads to a time- 
averaged mean PIV map, averaged over the whole population of 
clusters considered. Myosin flow kinetics are extracted at every time 
point from observation windows in contact with the channel walls 
(both clusters sides): These windows are 2 m wide, and we chose 
for each cluster at what distance to the ends of the cluster (front and 
back) they start and finish, to avoid considering the curvature of the 
clusters that is not in contact with the channel walls (Fig. 5F). In the 
cluster reference frame, for each cluster i, the amplitude of the fluc-
tuations of myosin speeds (along the x axis only, flucti) is calculated 
by subtracting the average velocity of myosin flows at the contact 
(averaged over space and time,   _  v  x    ) to the instantaneous velocity of 
myosin of each pixel n (vx,n(t)), and taking the absolute value of this 
quantity. These fluctuations are then averaged over space and over 
time for each cluster

   fluct  i   =   1 ─ ttot
     ∑ 
t=1

  
ttot

     1 ─ ntot(t)
     ∑ 
n=1

  
ntot(t)

  abs( v  x,n  (t ) −  _  v  x   )  

Analysis of myosin flows in single cells
HT29-MTX single cells are tracked every 21 to 27 s during 7 to 
37 min. For four cells expressing mTurquoise-MLC, several myosin 
particles (four to seven) are tracked manually as well in the lab ref-
erence frame every 21 or 27 s using the Manual Tracking plugin in 
Fiji. Before PIV analysis in the cell reference frame, images are re-
aligned on the first image using the template matching plugin with 
the option of slices alignment, and background contribution is re-
duced with a custom-built macro in Fiji similar to the clusters. PIV 

analysis is then performed in MATLAB with the Stramer lab (King’s 
College London, UK) PIV package (51).
Analysis of nuclei movements
Median sections are imaged every 2 to 30 min for 20 min to 11 hours. 
For mTurquoise-MLC–expressing HT29-MTX clusters, images of 
median sections of mTurquoise-expressing HT29-MTX clusters are 
previously inverted on Fiji to track nuclei where myosin is not ex-
pressed. Then, for all HT29-MTX clusters (expressing mTurquoise- 
MLC or H2B-RFP), automated tracking of nuclei is performed on 
Fiji with TrackMate plugin (52). Centroids of clusters are tracked as 
well with the Manual Tracking plugin. A custom-made R code was 
used for further analysis and graphical representations. Nuclei ve-
locities are extracted at every time point from observation windows 
in contact with the channel walls (both clusters sides) that are a cell 
width wide (15 m) and start and finish 12 m away from each end 
of the clusters (front and back) to avoid considering cells not in con-
tact with the channel walls. In the cluster reference frame, for each 
cluster i, the fluctuations of nuclei speeds (along the x axis, flucti) 
are calculated like the fluctuations of myosin flow speeds (see the 
“Myosin flow analyses” section), by subtracting the average velocity 
of lateral nuclei (averaged over nuclei and time,   _  v  x    ) to the instanta-
neous velocity of each nucleus n (vx,n(t)), and taking the absolute 
value of this quantity. These fluctuations are then averaged over 
nuclei and over time for each cluster.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at https://science.org/doi/10.1126/
sciadv.abp8416
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